Background: One of the strategies for protein function annotation is to search particular structural motifs that are known to be shared by proteins with a given function. Results: Here, we present a systematic extraction of structural motifs of seven residues from protein loops and we explore their correspondence with functional sites. Our approach is based on the structural alphabet HMM-SA (Hidden Markov Model -Structural Alphabet), which allows simplification of protein structures into uni-dimensional sequences, and advanced pattern statistics adapted to short sequences. Structural motifs of interest are selected by looking for structural motifs significantly over-represented in SCOP superfamilies in protein loops. We discovered two types of structural motifs significantly over-represented in SCOP superfamilies: (i) ubiquitous motifs, shared by several superfamilies and (ii) superfamily-specific motifs, over-represented in few superfamilies. A comparison of ubiquitous words with known small structural motifs shows that they contain well-described motifs as turn, niche or nest motifs. A comparison between superfamily-specific motifs and biological annotations of Swiss-Prot reveals that some of them actually correspond to functional sites involved in the binding sites of small ligands, such as ATP/GTP, NAD(P) and SAH/SAM. Conclusions: Our findings show that statistical over-representation in SCOP superfamilies is linked to functional features. The detection of over-represented motifs within structures simplified by HMM-SA is therefore a promising approach for prediction of functional sites and annotation of uncharacterized proteins.
Background
Protein structures can usually be broken down into their component secondary structures: a-helices, b-strands and loops. a-helices and b-strands are regular secondary structures recurrent in many proteins. Protein loops correspond to all residues not assigned to regular secondary structures. Unlike a-helices and b-strands, protein loops were initially seen as random coils because their sequences and structures are highly variable. But the ever-increasing availability of protein structures in the Protein Data Bank (PDB) allowed extensive analyzes of protein loops, which suggested a more complex view. For example, Panchenko et al. [1] analyzed the evolution of protein loops and identified a linear correlation between sequence similarity and mean levels of structural similarity between loops in protein families. They suggested that loops evolve through a process of insertion/deletion and concluded that even longer loop regions cannot be defined as irregular conformations or random coils. Several classifications of short and medium loops have been developed [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , according to the type and structure of flanking secondary structures, and the length and geometry of loops. These classifications have revealed the existence of recurrent amino-acid dependent loop conformations.
Loop regions play a role in protein function [8] . They may be involved in the active sites of enzymes [9] or in binding sites [10] [11] [12] [13] . The classification of protein loops has then been used to investigate the link between protein loops and function. From the loop classification system ArchDB [3] , Espadaler et al. [14] , developed an approach to identify loop clusters associated with the protein functional sites provided by the PROSITE database [15] or Gene Ontology (GO) [16] . They showed that loops contain structural motifs involved in the functional sites of proteins. Using a similar approach, Tendulkar et al. [17] and Manikandan et al. [18] extracted octapeptide clusters involved in protein function. They first classified octapeptides using geometric invariants [17] or dihedral angles [18] . They then identified octapeptide clusters associated with protein functions provided by SCOP superfamilies [19] or GO terms. Tendulkar et al. found that functional clusters consisted mostly of octapeptides extracted from loop regions [17] . In a similar vein, Polacco et al. [20] developed the GASPS approach (Genetic Algorithm Search for Pattern in Structure) to extract the structural motifs most useful for identifying SCOP superfamilies. Ausiello et al. [21] developed an approach called FunClust to identify conserved residues of three-dimensional (3D) structural motifs through local structural comparisons between non homologous proteins. The common point between all these studies is that no prior information about the location of the functional sites is required, making it possible to discover new functional sites.
Contrary to the methods cited above, other approaches start from known functional sites and look for structural motifs associated with them [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . In all these approaches, structural motifs are learned through structural alignment [27] , conservation of environment [26, 28] , or calculation of geometrical parameters [22] [23] [24] . The goal, here, is different than the one pursued by classification studies: since the focus is set on known functional sites, these approaches are dedicated to the prediction of these known functional sites, not to the discovery of new sites with functional implication.
There is a third family of studies that we need to introduce before presenting our work: the identification of functional sequential motifs in DNA sequences using pattern statistics. The strategy consists in searching for nucleotide motifs with unusually high or low frequencies, i.e. over-or under-represented, with respect to a reference model (generally a homogeneous Markov model) [29, 30] . The underlying idea is that the unusual frequency of a sequence motif in a genome reflects a selective pressure on this motif, suggesting a functional role. Such studies have led to the successful identification of functional motifs, such as restriction sites [31] , crossover hotspot instigator sites [32] and polyadenylation signals [33] .
In this paper, we propose an approach inspired by this last category of studies to identify structural motifs in loops involved in protein function. Our approach is based on two components. The first one is the structural alphabet HMM-SA described in [34] [35] [36] [37] . It is a collection of 27 structural prototypes of four residues, called structural letters, connected by transition rules. HMM-SA allows simplifying protein 3D structures into one-dimensional (1D) sequences of structural letters. After this simplification step, the search for 3D structural motifs is reduced to the search for structural words in the 1D structural-letter sequences. We can then apply the second component of our approach: the SPatt software that allows computing exact statistics in short sequences [38] , which we use to detect over-represented structural words. We specifically focus on structural motifs of seven residues in loops, following the protocol developed in [39] . In this previous publication, we have shown that this protocol allowed grouping together seven-residue fragments with very similar structures, extracted from both short and long loops [39] . An advantage of this method is that it does not require pairwise comparison of all seven-residue fragments. In this study, we further investigate the functional implication of over-represented structural motifs. We consider the SCOP classification at the superfamily level, which groups protein with similar functions. For every structural word, we compute the over-representation separately in each SCOP superfamily. Based on the statistical over-representation in SCOP superfamilies, we make the distinction between two types of over-represented structural words within loops: structural words over-represented in multiple superfamilies, called ubiquitous words, and structural words over-represented in one or few superfamilies, called superfamily-specific words. To assess the role of these words, we (i) investigate the correspondence between a subset of ubiquitous words and known recurrent motifs, such as turns and niches and (ii) check the link between a subset of superfamily-specific words and functional sites of proteins, provided by Swiss-Prot functional annotations. This validation step confirms that superfamily-specific words are involved in some functional sites of proteins, such as the binding sites of small ligands. Our method thus allowed the identification of structural motifs important for protein function. Some were previously known as involved in protein functions, others are new structural motifs with a putative functional role. Our results indicate that our statistical approach is a promising approach for the detection of new structural motifs of interest in protein structures.
Methods

Protein data sets
Initial data set A list of 8 119 protein structures was extracted from the PDB of May 2008 with PISCES software [40] , using the following criteria: data obtained by X-ray diffraction, with a resolution better than 2.5 Å, longer than 30 residues, less than 50% sequence identity between any pair. We restricted this list to the 5 429 structures classified in SCOP [19] . As it is assumed that proteins grouped in the same SCOP superfamily have similar structure and function, this level was chosen for our analysis. For statistical analysis, we further restricted the list to proteins classified into superfamilies with at least two members in the data set, corresponding to 4 911 proteins from 1 493 superfamilies. On average, a superfamily contains 7.90 proteins (±13.78).
Annotation data set
To validate the functional role of over-represented structural words, we analyzed their correspondence with functional annotations extracted from the Swiss-Prot database. Swiss-Prot is a curated sequence database providing a high level of annotation (description of protein function, domain structure, post-translational modifications, variants, etc.), a minimal level of redundancy and a high level of integration with other databases [41] . To extract functional annotations from our initial data set, we used the PDB/UniProt Mapping database [42] , which consists of several files mapping the PDB and UniProt codes, and PDB and UniProt sequence numbering. Only 1 487 of the 4 911 protein structures of our initial data set are present in the PDB/UniProt Mapping database. From this set of 1 487 proteins, called annotation data set, we extracted the Swiss-Prot annotations. We focused on the feature table listing post-translational modifications, binding sites, enzyme active sites, local secondary structure or other features. We extracted only the following annotations: "Repeat" (Positions of repeated sequence motifs or repeated domains), calcium, DNA, nucleotide-binding sites, metal-binding sites (cobalt, copper, iron, magnesium, manganese, molybdenum, nickel, sodium), zinc finger, active sites, and binding sites for any chemical group (coenzyme, prosthetic group, etc).
Validation data set
This data set was used to double-check the correspondence between structural motifs and Swiss-Prot annotations. From PDB/UniProt Mapping database, we extracted a set of 2 640 proteins classified in SCOP. From this protein set, we retained the 2 636 proteins obtained by X-ray diffraction, with a resolution better than 3 Å, longer than 40 residues and presenting less than 95% sequence identity between any pair.
Extraction of over-represented structural motifs from protein loops
Our approach, summarized on Figure 1 is based on two components: (i) the structural alphabet HMM-SA that allows the simplification of protein structures into structural-letter sequences, (ii) the SPatt software that allows the computation of exact pattern statistics in simplified structural-letter sequences. We describe below these two components.
Simplification of protein structures by HMM-SA and extraction of structural motifs HMM-SA is a structural alphabet of 27 structural prototypes of four residues, called structural letters, established with hidden Markov models. The main steps of HMM-SA construction are the following (see [34, 36] for details):
1. the backbone of protein structures of a large data set are split in overlapping fragments of four residues, 2. each four-residue fragment is described by the three distances between the non-successive a-carbons and the projection of the fourth α-carbon on the plan formed by the first three ones, 3. four-residue fragments are classified according to their geometry and their succession in protein structures, using a hidden Markov model where the inputs are the vectors of distance descriptors of each fragment. 4 . the optimal structural alphabet model is selected using the parsimony principle to choose the model that better fits the data with the smallest possible complexity. In this goal, structural alphabets of different lengths are compared using the Bayesian Information Criterion, which balances the log-likelihood of the model and a penalty term related to the number of parameters of the model and the sample size.
The optimal HMM-SA resulted in 27 classes of fourresidue fragments and the transition matrix between these classes. For each class, labelled by letters (a, A-Z) and named structural letters, a representative four-residue fragment, presented in Figure 2A , is computed. It has been shown that four structural letters (A, a, W, V) are specific to a-helices, five (L, M, N, T, X) are specific to b-strands and the remaining 18 describe loops [36] .
HMM-SA can be used to simplify a protein structure of n residues into a sequence of (n -3) structural letters. This simplification takes into account the structural similarity of four-residue fragments with the 27 structural letters. It is achieved by a dynamic programming algorithm based on Markovian process to obtain maximum a posteriori encoding using the Viterbi algorithm. The input is the sequence of distance descriptors of the four-residue fragments of the input structure. The output is a sequence of structural letters, where each structural letter describes the geometry of a four-residue fragment.
We used HMM-SA to extract structural motifs from protein loops using the protocol established in a previous study [39] and summarized in Figure 2 . We first simplified all the 4 911 structures of our initial data set in sequences of structural letters. Since we focused our analysis on protein loops, regular secondary structures were removed, based on the fact that some structural letters are specific to regular secondary structures [36, 37] . From the initial data set, we obtain 90 811 protein loops Figure 1 Protocol used in this study. Non redundant protein structures were simplified using the structural alphabet HMM-SA and structural motifs extracted using the protocol presented in Figure 2 . Over-represented structural motifs in SCOP superfamilies in protein loops were detected using the SPatt software. Based on SPatt statistics, two types of words were distinguished: ubiquitous words, over-represented in several superfamilies, and superfamily-specific words, over-represented in few superfamilies. Some ubiquitous words were compared with known structural motifs: b-turns identified by the ExtractTurn software and structural motifs presented in the Motivated Proteins database. Some superfamily-specific words were compared with functional sites, using Swiss-Prot annotations and external softwares.
encoded into structural-letter sequences. In these 90 811 protein loops, we chose to study the structural motifs formed by four consecutive structural letters (i.e., seven residues). The choice of the length of four structural letters is motivated by our previous work [39] , where we showed that it allows a compromise between considering long fragments on the one hand, and avoiding data sparsity on the other hand. The 90 811 protein loops are split into 238 158 seven-residue fragments, described by 25 304 different words of four structural letters. As we have previously shown that structural words with low frequencies are linked to structural flexibility and regions with uncertain coordinates [39] , we did not consider structural words seen less than five times in our initial data set. This results in a set of 11 294 different structural words, grouping 224 148 seven-residue fragments. Each word is seen on average 20 times (±32), meaning that it groups on average 20 seven-residue fragments.
Computation of pattern statistics using SPatt
We used the SPatt software [38, 43] , available from http://stat.genopole.cnrs.fr/spatt/index.html to identify structural motifs over-represented in SCOP superfamilies.
Here, we computed the over-representation of fourstructural-letter motifs in sets of protein loops grouped by SCOP superfamilies. The considered sequences are typically short. The SPatt approach allows the calculation of exact statistics in sets of short sequences [44, 45] . The over-representation of a word w in a set of sequences is assessed by comparing its observed occurrence (N obs ) with the theoretical occurrence (N theo ) expected under a background model. The over-representation score Lp of w is given by Lp(w) = −log 10 (p − value)
(1) Figure 2 Protocol used for extraction of structural motifs. A: the 27 structural letters of HMM-SA. B: input 3D structure. C: sequence of structural letters resulting from the simplification. D: extraction of loops based on regular expressions of structural letters; the geometry of a loop encoded by SPBDRPI is shown on the right side. E: systematic splitting of loops into overlapping words of four consecutive structural letters. The geometry of two structural words, KGDR and DRPI, are shown with superimposition of their fragments. Fragments are superimposed with ProFit software http://www.bioinf.org.uk/software/profit and represented with Pymol http://www.pymol.org.
where the p -value is defined by:
where P denotes the probability of the events. For instance, a Lp score of 3 means that a word is over-represented with a p -value of 10 -3
. SPatt allows the exact computation of the distribution of the word occurrence N theo and thus the corresponding p -value. The approach implemented in SPatt is based on the notion of automata. We briefly present it below, see [44, 45] for details. Let us consider, for example, the word PZCD. The first step in SPatt consists in building an optimal Markov chain embedding through a Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA) shown in Figure 3A . The second step in SPatt consists in passing the structural-letter sequences in the DFA, resulting in the corresponding state sequence as illustrated in Figure 3B . By definition these state sequences are a heterogeneous first order Markov chain embedding over the alphabet Q = states of the DFA , with a starting distribution m d (d [1, r] ) and a transition matrix T. The computation of m d and T are explained in [44] . Then, these corresponding Markov chain embedding parameters allow the computation of the generating function of N w in each structural-letter sequence. From the generating functions, G N theo , of N theo , all terms of equation 1 are deduced, see [44] :
A simple example of the computation of p -value of word using DFA is presented in details [44] . Note that, contrary to approaches based on the hypergeometric distribution approximation, the exact approach does not require any correction to take into account the size of the data set in which the patterns are searched. This is explicitly taken into account during the exact p -value computation.
In this work, we computed the over-representation scores for four structural-letter words, in the loop regions of proteins classified into SCOP superfamilies. In each of Structural-letter sequence: DFSKPZCDSKGIKH State sequence : 00001234000000 the 1 493 superfamilies, we computed the Lp scores of those words, among the 11 294 that meet the condition of being observed at least five times in the superfamily. In order to take into account multiple testing, we used the Bonferroni correction to set the significance threshold, resulting in a final threshold equal to 5.97. We further considered two criteria:
• Lp max : the maximal Lp score of a word among all superfamilies,
• nb sf* : the number of superfamilies in which a word is significantly over-represented.
These two criteria enabled us to differentiate two types of over-represented structural words, as defined in Table 1 : words over-represented in a large number of SCOP superfamily, with Lp max > 5:97 and nb sf* >= 5, which we refer to as ubiquitous words and highly overrepresented in one superfamily, with Lp max > 5.97 and nb sf* < 5, which we refer to as superfamily-specific words.
For comparison, we also calculated these criteria over randomized data sets obtained by randomly reassigning loops to SCOP superfamilies.
Extent of coverage of structural words
Let us consider a data set of protein structures encoded in structural-letter sequences and a subset of structural words. The coverage of the data set by the subset of structural words can be calculated at various aspects, illustrated in Figure 4 :
• word coverage: the fraction of structural words included in the word subset, • fragment coverage: the fraction of fragments encoded by words from the subset, • loop length coverage: the fraction of residues in loops covered by words from the subset, • protein coverage: the fraction of proteins containing at least one of the words from the word subset.
Validation of structural or functional role of structural words
Our protocol enabled us to extract over-represented structural motifs in from loops. Then, we tried to assess the implication of these words in a structural or a functional point of view. Specifically, we investigated (i) the link between ubiquitous words and known structural motifs and (ii) the link between superfamily-specific words and known functional sites. This step of validation was performed on the annotation and validation data sets, only for a subset of the most significantly over-represented structural words, called extreme words, as defined in Table 1 .
Validation of the structural role of extreme ubiquitous words
Ubiquitous words were compared with well-characterized 3D motifs: b-turns, niche and nest motifs. b-turns are detected in protein structures with ExtractTurn software [46] . Turns are defined as tetrapeptides with an C α i − C α i+3 distance lower than 7 Å, with the two central residues i + 1 and i + 2 in a non helical state [47] . Nest and niche motifs are identified using the Motivated Proteins database [48] . Nest motifs are fragments of three consecutive residues, in which the main-chain NH of residue i and the main-chain NH of residue i + 2 have the potential to interact weakly with an anionic group [49] . Niche motifs are formed by three or four consecutive residues in which the main-chain CO of residue i and the main-chain CO of the last residue i + 2 or i + 3 have the potential to interact weakly with a cationic group [50] . The Motivated Protein database stores the nest and niche motifs detected in a data set of 400 representative proteins. Only 249 of these 400 proteins are also included in our initial data set. The comparison of structural words with nest and niche motifs is thus restricted to these 249 proteins. The Motivated Protein database was also used to detect ends of b-turns. For a pair formed by a structural word and a known structural motif, we computed a precision measure given by the Moderately superfamily-specific Structural word with Lp max ≥= 10 and nb sf* < 5
Extreme superfamily-specific word Structural word with Lp max ≥= 50 and nb sf* < 5
Functional word Extreme superfamily-specific word with a precision≥ 40% for a Swiss-Prot annotation proportion of fragments encoded by the structural word that contain the known structural motif.
Validation of the functional role of extreme superfamilyspecific words
The functional implication of superfamily-specific structural words was explored using the biological annotations from the Swiss-Prot database extracted from the annotation data set. The comparison of structural words with Swiss-Prot annotations extracted from annotation data set is limited to the 1 487 proteins. In an effort to limit this gap, we built a second data set, named validation data set composed of 2 636 proteins and favoring the selection of annotated proteins. In order to quantify the correspondence between structural word and biological annotations, we computed precision and sensitivity measures of the detection of annotations using words. We considered two levels of annotation: the first level, named annotation, corresponds to the "Feature key" and the second level, named second-level annotation, corresponds to the "Description" that provides a description of the annotation. For example, when the annotation is "binding", the secondlevel annotation indicates the ligand type.
The precision is defined as the proportion of fragments encoded by a structural word that are annotated by a given annotation considering the two levels of annotation. A structural word with high precision is said to be functional. In order to take into account the sparsity of Swiss-Prot annotations, we set a permissive threshold of 40% precision. The sensitivity (also called recall) is defined by the proportion of a given annotation that is covered by a structural word. To compute the sensitivity, we retained only annotations extracted from protein loops, annotations seen in regular secondary structures regions are discarded.
In complement to Swiss-Prot annotations, which are of high quality but far from complete, we used various external tools to identify putative functional motifs.
• The Catalytic Site Atlas (CSA) database [51] documents enzyme active sites and catalytic residues in enzymes of known 3D structure. It identifies the residues directly involved in the enzymatic reaction.
• The Ligplot software [52] allows the identification of interactions between proteins and ligands, by providing schematic diagrams of protein-ligand interactions from a given PDB file.
• The REP software [53] is used to predict repeat regions from protein sequences. This software uses an iterative homology-based repeat finding method.
• The SitePredict software [24] http://sitepredict. org/ is used to predict nucleotide and calciumbinding sites. SitePredict is a machine learning method based on diverse residue properties, including the spatial clustering of residue types and conservation during evolution. Only residues with a score above 0.5 are considered to be involved in the binding site.
Results
Extraction of structural motifs over-represented in SCOP superfamilies
The goal of our study is to systematically identify structural motifs of interest, i.e. motifs with structural or functional implication, in protein loops. We made the hypothesis that structural motifs of interest are subject to selective pressure during evolution, which should result in structural words with unexpectedly high frequency in protein structures simplified into structuralletter sequences. In order to make the connection with protein function, we surveyed the over-representation of structural words in SCOP superfamilies, by computing over-representation scores for all structural words seen at least five times in a SCOP superfamily. Figure 4 Definitions and illustration of coverage rates. We considered a set of seven words of four structural letters (SPBD, UQRS, RBTU, DOCI, ZPCD, PCDU, DUGO), grouping 14 sevenresidue fragments. Let us consider that these words and their occurrence are examples and not the real occurrences in the data set. From this set of words, we focused on three words, named restricted set and presented in red in A, grouping seven sevenresidue fragments. Various coverage rates were calculated for these words. A: word coverage, the fraction of structural words included in the restricted set. B: fragment coverage, the fraction of fragments encoded by words from the restricted set. C: loop-length coverage, the fraction of residues in loops covered by words from the restricted set. D: protein coverage, the fraction of proteins containing at least one of the words from the restricted set.
We counted a total of 1 705 structural words overrepresented in at least one SCOP superfamily in the initial data set, corresponding to a coverage rate of 15% of the words and 30% of the fragments, as reported in Table 2 . Based on the over-representation in SCOP superfamilies, we built two statistical criteria to classify the structural words: Lp max , which is the maximum over-representation score Lp observed among SCOP superfamilies, and nb sf* indicating the number of superfamilies in which a structural word is over-represented. For example, structural word GSUS has a Lp max value equal to 140 and a nb sf* value equal to 3, meaning that this word is over-represented in three SCOP superfamilies and very strongly in one of them with a Lp score equal to 140, i.e. a p -value equal to 10 -140 . Average values observed for Lp max and nb sf* are reported in Table 3 . Globally, structural words display an average Lp max equal to 4.3 ± 5.6, with extreme values observed for the words PCDS (Lp max = 0.39) and UODO (Lp max = 210). The mean value of nb sf* is equal to 0.2 ± 0.7, ranging from 0 to 25, indicating that many of these words are not exceptional in any superfamily. We assessed the relevance of these numbers by comparing them with those obtained with randomized SCOP classifications. The number of over-represented words using random SCOP classifications is significantly smaller than that for SCOP: only 47 words are over-represented for the random SCOP classification, see Table 3 . We can therefore conclude that over-represented words significantly depart from random regarding their repartition in SCOP superfamilies. Figure 5 presents the values of Lp max versus nb sf* for all structural words seen at least five times in a SCOP superfamily. Interestingly, this representation reveals that some structural words are over-represented with very high scores in a small number of superfamilies, whereas others are over-represented with more moderate scores but in several superfamilies. Accordingly, we define two classes of words: ubiquitous and superfamilyspecific words, as detailed in Table 1 . Ubiquitous words are over-represented in several superfamilies, suggesting that they may be involved in protein structures. By contrast, superfamily-specific words are over-represented in few superfamilies, suggesting a possible association with functional sites. We then carried out an analysis of (i) the link between ubiquitous words and known recurrent structural motifs, and (ii) the link between superfamilyspecific words and functional sites in proteins. This analysis was carried out only for a subset of the ubiquitous and superfamily-specific words, the extreme ubiquitous words and extreme superfamily-specific words as detailed in Table 1 .
Link between extreme ubiquitous words and known structural motifs
We focused on extreme ubiquitous words, defined by Lp max ≥= 10 nb sf* ≥= 5. As reported in Table 2 these 24 words account for only 0.2% of words but cover more 5% of loop-length and are seen in 63% of proteins (see Figure 4 for the definition of coverages). These words are highly recurrent, with a mean occurrence equal to 326 (± 216). They are seen in 32 to 285 superfamilies and over-represented in 5 to 25 superfamilies.
Some recurrent structural motifs in loops are well characterized and described in the literature. These motifs include b-turns [54, 55] , a-turns [56] and g-turns [57, 58] , nests [49] and niches [50] . They may play a role in protein folding and stability [59, 60] or in the biological function of proteins, within the enzyme active sites or binding sites [49, 61] . We thus investigated whether extreme ubiquitous words correspond to some of these small structural motifs. The results of this analysis are reported in Table 4 .
b-turn motifs
We compared extreme ubiquitous words and standard b-turns [54, 55] . As b-turns are four-residue long and we consider seven-residue motifs, the question is to know whether b-turns are included in, or overlap with extreme ubiquitous words. As shown in Table 4 , eleven structural words (PZCD, HBDS, ZCDS, UFQK, GYUQ, YBDS, FQLG, YZDS, GUDO, FFFI, FQKG) are clearly associated with b-turns, and two words (SLGI, QLGI) contain the three last residues of a turn motif. To evaluate the structural diversity of this set of eleven extreme ubiquitous words, we computed the a-carbon RootMean-Square Deviation (RMSD) between all word-pairs. The RMSD between two words is measured by the average RMSD between 30 fragment pairs randomly selected within pairs of seven-residue fragments encoded by the two words. The set of eleven words clearly associated An example of an extreme ubiquitous structural word corresponding to b-turn motifs, word PZCD, is illustrated in Figure 6 (upper panel). The superimposition of PZCD-fragments and the amino-acid logo [62] associated to the PZCD-fragments, presented in Figure 6A and 6B, shows that PZCD-fragments are very similar in terms of structure and present some amino-acid specificities at positions 2, 5 and 6. As shown in Figure 6C , this word is very frequent (seen 560 times in the initial data set), and over-represented in 25 superfamilies with an Lp max equal to 34.82. The representation of two proteins containing PZCD-fragments shows that this ubiquitous word is present in superfamilies with different folds. As reported in Table 4 , 99.8% of PZCD-fragments contain b-turns. Specifically, they contain two b-turns, at positions 2:5 and 3:6.
However, some of the fragments encoded by the eleven words strongly associated with b-turns, given in Table 4 , do not contain turns as assigned by the ExtractTurn software. This represents a small fraction of the fragments: only 342 fragments out of 8 369, i.e. 4%. Out of these 342 fragments, 79 fail the turn assignment because they have a C α i − C α i+3 distance greater than 7 Å and 263 because they have an internal residue in the helical state. For example, only one of YZDS-fragments is not identified as a turn because the distance is equal to 7.08 Å (2ahu_A: 259-262). Our structural words therefore group together fragments including fragments identified as turns and some that narrowly fail the turn assignment. This suggests that structural motifs could be used to assign "relaxed" turns and supports the notion of turn-like conformations, introduced by 
Nest or niche motifs
We also compare extreme ubiquitous words with the 12 small hydrogen-bonded 3D motifs extracted from the Motivated Protein database [48] . Results of this analysis are reported in Table 4 . As stated in the Methods section, there is very little overlap between our initial data set and the proteins stored in the Motivated Protein database. Even on such a small number of fragments, the comparison reveals that seven extreme ubiquitous words (DRPI, DSPI, DSGI, DSKG, DSKH, DOIP and OIPI) correspond to nest motifs, with precision greater than 93% and two words (BQGI and HBBQ) correspond to niche motifs with precision greater than 95% precision. The set of words corresponding to nest motifs includes structural words with similar conformations, such as DRPI, DSPI and DSGI or DSKG and DSKH. We also note that some structural words overlap: in 81% of cases, structural word DOIP is immediately followed by letter I, forming the five-structural letter word DOIPI. GBBB   GBBC  GBBD   GBBE   GBBF GBBI GBBO  GBBP   GBBQ   GBBR   GBBS   GBBZ  GBCB GBCC   GBCD   GBCE  GBCF  GBCG   GBCI   GBCO  GBCP GBCQ  GBCR GBCS GBCU GBCZ  GBDE  GBDF  GBDG GBDI GBDO  GBDQ GBDR GBDS GBEB  GBEC  GBED GBEE  GBEF GBEG  GBEI  GBEO GBEP GBEQ GBER  GBES GBEZ  GBFD  GBFE  GBFF GBFI  GBFO  GBFS GBIF  GBIH GBIJ GBIK GBIP GBIU  GBIY GBOB  GBOD GBOE   GBOG   GBOI GBOP  GBOR  GBOS  GBOU GBOZ  GBPE  GBPF  GBPG  GBPQ GBQF   GBQG   GBQH  GBQJ GBQK   GBQP   GBQS GBQU  GBQY GBRF  GBRH GBRJ  GBRK GBRU  GBRY   GBSG   GBSH GBSJ  GBSK GBSP  GBSU  GBSY GBVC  GBVD GBVE GBVI  GBVO GBVP GBVQ GBVS  GBVZ GBZC   GBZD   GBZE GBZF  GBZG GBZI  GBZO  GBZP GBZQ   GBZR   GBZS GBZZ   GDaI   GDDG  GDED GDEE   GDEF   GDEI  GDEO  GDEQ GDER GDES  GDEZ  GDFF   GDFG   GDFI   GDFO   GDFQ GDFR   GDFS   GDGB   GDGD  GDGE   GDGF   GDGI  GDGP  GDGQ GDGR GDGS GDGZ   GDIH   GDIJ GDIK  GDIP  GDIU GDIY  GDOB GDOC   GDOD   GDOE GDOG  GDOI  GDOP  GDOQ  GDOR GDOS  GDOZ GDQF   GDQG   GDQH GDQJ   GDQK   GDQP  GDQU GDQY  GDRF  GDRG GDRH GDRJ  GDRK GDRP  GDRU  GDRY GDRZ  GDSG   GDSH   GDSK GDSP  GDSU GDSY GDWR  GDZC   GDZI   GDZO GDZQ  GDZR   GDZS   GEaQ GEaR  GEaS  GEaZ   GEBB   GEBC GEBD  GEBE  GEBI GEBO   GEBQ   GEBR GEBS GEBZ  GECB  GECC GECD GECE  GECF GECG GECI  GECO  GECP GECQ  GECR  GECS GECZ GEDE  GEDF  GEDG GEDI GEDO  GEDQ GEDR GEDS GEDZ GEEB  GEEC GEED GEEE  GEEF GEEG GEEI GEEO  GEEP   GEEQ   GEER  GEES GEEZ GEFD  GEFE GEFF  GEFG  GEFO  GEFQ GEFR  GEGB  GEGD GEGE GEGI  GEGO GEGP  GEGQ GEGR GEGS GEGZ GEIF  GEIG GEIH GEIJ  GEIK  GEIP   GEIU   GEIY   GEOB   GEOC   GEOD   GEOE  GEOG GEOI  GEOP  GEOQ GEOR  GEOS GEOU  GEOZ GEPB GEPE  GEPG GEPO  GEPQ GEPS GEQF  GEQG  GEQH GEQJ  GEQK   GEQP   GEQU GEQY  GERF GERG GERH GERJ  GERK  GERP GERU GERY  GESF  GESG GESH GESJ  GESK GESO  GESP GESQ  GESU GESY GEVD GEVO  GEVQ  GEVR  GEVS  GEVZ  GEWB GEWD GEWE GEWR  GEWZ GEXH GEXJ  GEXK  GEZC  GEZD GEZE  GEZF GEZG  GEZI GEZO  GEZP  GEZQ GEZR GEZS GEZZ  GFBB GFBR  GFCE GFCI  GFCP GFCQ  GFCR  GFCZ  GFDG   GFDO   GFDQ GFDR  GFDS  GFEB GFEC GFED  GFEE GFEF  GFEG GFEI  GFEO GFEP GFEQ GFER GFEZ  GFFB  GFFC GFFD   GFFE   GFFF GFFG GFFI  GFFO   GFFQ  GFFR   GFFS GFFZ  GFGB  GFGE GFGF   GFGG   GFGK  GFGO GFGP  GFGQ  GFGS   GFGZ   GFIF GFIH GFIJ GFIK  GFIP GFIY GFOB  GFOC   GFOD   GFOE   GFOG GFOI   GFOP  GFOQ   GFOR   GFOS GFOU GFOZ  GFQF GFQG  GFQH GFQJ  GFQK GFQP   GFQU  GFQY   GFRF  GFRG GFRH  GFRJ GFRK  GFRP  GFRU GFRY  GFSF GFSG GFSH  GFSJ GFSK  GFSO GFSP   GFSU   GFSY GFUI  GFUO   GFUQ   GFUS GFYZ GFZI  GFZO  GFZQ GFZR GGBB   GGBC   GGBD GGBE  GGBF GGBI  GGBO   GGBQ   GGBR GGBS GGBZ GGDE  GGDF  GGDG GGDO   GGDQ   GGDR GGDS GGDZ  GGEB GGEC  GGED GGEE  GGEG GGEI  GGEO GGEP  GGEQ  GGES  GGEZ  GGFC GGFE  GGFF GGFG GGFI   GGFO   GGFQ  GGFR GGFS GGFU GGGB  GGGD  GGGE GGGG GGGI  GGGK  GGGO  GGGQ GGGR  GGGS GGGU GGGZ  GGIF GGIG GGIH GGIJ  GGIK GGIP  GGIU GGIY  GGKU GGLG GGLU  GGNF GGNJ  GGNK GGNP  GGNU GGOB  GGOC  GGOD GGOE  GGOG GGOI  GGOP  GGOQ GGOR  GGOS GGOZ GGPB GGPE  GGPF GGPG GGPI   GGPO   GGPQ  GGPS GGPZ  GGQF  GGQG  GGQH GGQJ  GGQK   GGQP   GGQU GGQY  GGRF GGRG GGRH GGRJ  GGRK  GGRP   GGRU   GGRY GGSF  GGSG GGSH GGSJ  GGSK  GGSO GGSP  GGSU GGSY   GGUB   GGUD   GGUF GGUI  GGUO  GGUQ   GGUS   GGVD  GGVE GGVQ  GGVS  GGWB   GGWD   GGWR  GGWZ GGXF  GGXH GGXK  GGXU  GGXY GGYB  GGYC GGYU  GGZC   GGZD   GGZE  GGZF GGZG  GGZI GGZO  GGZP  GGZQ  GGZR  GGZS GGZZ GIFB  GIFC GIFD GIFE   GIFF   GIFG  GIFI GIFO  GIFQ GIFR  GIFS  GIFU GIFZ  GIGB GIGD GIGE  GIGF   GIGG   GIGI  GIGK   GIGO   GIGP   GIGQ   GIGR GIGS GIGU  GIGY  GIGZ GIHB  GIHD  GIHE GIHF  GIHG GIHI  GIHO  GIHQ  GIHR GIHS   GIHZ   GIJF  GIJG   GIJH   GIJJ   GIJK GIJP GIJU GIJY  GIKF   GIKG   GIKH GIKK  GIKP GIKQ GIKR GIKU  GIKY GIKZ   GILF   GILG  GILH   GILJ   GILK   GILP  GILU GILY GIMF  GIMG  GIMH   GIMJ   GIMK  GIMP   GIMU   GIMY   GIPB  GIPC GIPE  GIPF   GIPG   GIPI  GIPO GIPP GIPQ GIPR GIPS  GIPZ   GITF   GITG   GITH   GITJ   GITK GITP   GITU   GITY  GIUB GIUC  GIUD  GIUE GIUF GIUG  GIUI GIUO  GIUQ GIUR GIUS  GIUZ GIXF  GIXG  GIXH GIXJ  GIXK   GIXP   GIXU  GIXY GIYB   GIYC   GIYE GIYF GIYG  GIYH  GIYI  GIYK GIYO GIYP GIYQ GIYR  GIYU   GIYZ   GKGG GKGI  GKGQ  GKHB GKHI  GKLU GKNF  GKNG GKNK  GKNP GKNU GKPB GKPC  GKPQ GKPZ GKQY  GKUE GKUI  GKUQ   GKUS   GKXH GKXJ  GLGB GLGD GLGE GLGI  GLGS  GLHB GLHE  GLHS  GLHZ  GLKG GLKK  GLPB GLPI  GLPQ  GLPZ GLUI   GLUO   GLUQ GLUS GLYQ  GLYU  GNFF GNFO  GNFQ GNFZ  GNGB GNGG   GNGI   GNGO GNGQ GNGR  GNGS GNGY  GNHB  GNHD GNHE   GNHG   GNHI  GNHS  GNHZ GNJG  GNJH GNJJ  GNJK GNJU  GNKG  GNKH GNKK  GNKP  GNKU GNKY  GNPB GNPC  GNPE  GNPG   GNPI   GNPQ GNPR GNPS  GNPZ  GNUB GNUD  GNUE GNUO  GNUQ GNUS  GNYC  GNYH GNYP GNYR  GNYU GNYZ  GOaD   GOBB   GOBC  GOBD GOBE GOBF  GOBI  GOBO GOBQ  GOBR GOBS   GOBZ   GOCC  GOCD GOCE  GOCG   GOCI   GOCO GOCQ   GOCS GOCZ  GODE GODF   GODG GODI  GODO  GODQ GODR  GODS GODZ GOEB  GOEC  GOEE GOEG   GOEI   GOEO  GOEQ  GOER  GOES  GOEZ GOGB  GOGD   GOGE   GOGF  GOGG GOGI  GOGO GOGQ GOGR  GOGS GOGZ GOIF  GOIG GOIH  GOIJ  GOIK GOIP  GOIU  GOIY GOPB  GOPC  GOPE GOPG GOPI  GOPO  GOPQ GOPR GOPZ GOQF  GOQG GOQH  GOQJ GOQK  GOQP  GOQU   GOQY   GORF  GORG GORH   GORJ   GORK  GORP GORU   GORY   GOSF  GOSG  GOSH GOSJ GOSK GOSO  GOSP GOSQ   GOSU   GOSY GOUB GOUD  GOUE GOUI  GOUO GOUQ  GOUR   GOUS   GOVC  GOVD GOVE  GOVG GOVI  GOVO GOVQ  GOVS  GOVZ  GOWB  GOWD GOWZ  GOXP GOXY  GOZC   GOZD   GOZE  GOZG   GOZIGOZO   GOZQ   GOZR GOZS  GOZZ   GPaD GPaG  GPBB  GPBC GPBD  GPBE GPBF GPBO GPBQ  GPBR GPBZ  GPCC  GPCD GPCE  GPCG GPCI  GPCO  GPCQ GPCS GPEB  GPEC GPED  GPEE  GPEF  GPEQ GPER GPES  GPEZ GPFE  GPFF GPFI   GPFO   GPFQ  GPFR   GPFS   GPGB  GPGE  GPGF GPGI  GPGO GPGP  GPGQ GPGR GPGS GPGZ GPIF GPIG  GPIH GPIJ GPIK  GPIP GPIY GPOB  GPOC GPOD GPOE  GPOG GPOI  GPOQ GPOS  GPOZ   GPPB   GPPG GPPR  GPQF  GPQG  GPQJ GPQK  GPQP GPQU   GPQY   GPRF GPRG GPRH   GPRJ   GPRK GPRP  GPRU GPRY GPSF  GPSG GPSH GPSJ  GPSK GPSP  GPSU GPSY GPVC GPVD  GPVQ GPVS  GPVZ GPZC  GPZD  GPZE GPZF GPZG  GPZI  GPZO GPZQ  GPZR GPZS GPZZ  GQFB  GQFD GQFE   GQFF   GQFG   GQFI GQFO   GQFQ GQFR  GQFS GQFZ  GQGB  GQGD GQGE GQGF  GQGG GQGI   GQGO   GQGQ GQGR GQGS GQGU GQGZ  GQHB  GQHD GQHE   GQHF   GQHG   GQHI   GQHO   GQHQ   GQHR GQHS  GQHZ GQJF  GQJG GQJH  GQJJ GQJK  GQJP GQJU GQJY  GQKF GQKG GQKH  GQKK GQKP  GQKQ GQKR GQKU  GQKY GQLF  GQLG GQLH   GQLJ   GQLK  GQLP  GQLS GQLU  GQLY  GQMF  GQMG  GQMH  GQMJ GQMK  GQMP GQMU  GQMY GQNF   GQNG   GQNH  GQNJ GQNK  GQNP GQNU  GQNY   GQPB   GQPC GQPE  GQPF  GQPG GQPI  GQPO  GQPP   GQPQ   GQPR GQPS  GQPZ GQSP  GQTF GQTG  GQTH  GQTJ GQTK  GQTP GQTU  GQTY GQUB  GQUD  GQUE GQUF  GQUG   GQUI   GQUO GQUQ GQUR   GQUS   GQXG GQXH GQXJ  GQXK GQXP  GQXU GQXY  GQYB GQYC GQYE GQYF  GQYG   GQYH   GQYI  GQYK GQYO  GQYP GQYQ  GQYR  GQYU GQYZ  GREE  GRFB   GRFD   GRFE GRFF  GRFG   GRFI   GRFO  GRFQ  GRFR GRFS  GRFZ  GRGB GRGD  GRGE GRGG GRGI  GRGO GRGP  GRGQ GRGR  GRGS GRGU  GRGY  GRGZ GRHB  GRHD  GRHE GRHI  GRHP GRHQ  GRHR GRHS  GRHZ GRJF GRJG  GRJH   GRJJ  GRJK GRJP   GRJU  GRJY  GRKF  GRKG GRKH GRKK  GRKP  GRKQ  GRKR  GRKU GRKY  GRLG  GRLH GRLJ  GRLK  GRLP GRLU GRLY  GRMG GRMH  GRMJ  GRMK  GRMP  GRMY GRNF  GRNG GRNH  GRNJ  GRNK GRNP  GRNU GRNY GRPB GRPE  GRPF   GRPI   GRPO GRPP  GRPQ GRPR  GRPS GRPZ  GRQP GRSK  GRTG GRTH  GRTJ GRTK GRTP  GRTU  GRTY   GRUB   GRUC   GRUD  GRUE   GRUF GRUG   GRUI   GRUO   GRUQ   GRUR   GRUS  GRUZ   GRXF GRXG  GRXH GRXJ  GRXK GRXP GRXU   GRXY   GRYB   GRYC  GRYE   GRYF  GRYG GRYH GRYI  GRYK  GRYP   GRYQ   GRYR GRYU   GRYZ   GRZE GRZG GRZI  GRZQ GRZZ  GSFE GSFF  GSFG GSFI  GSFO  GSFQ GSFR  GSGB GSGD  GSGE GSGF  GSGG GSGI  GSGO GSGQ  GSGR GSGS GSGZ   GSHB   GSHE   GSHF   GSHG GSHI  GSHO GSHQ  GSHR   GSHS   GSHZ GSJF  GSJH GSJJ  GSJK GSJU  GSJY  GSKF  GSKG GSKH GSKK  GSKP GSKQ  GSKR GSKU  GSKY GSLF  GSLG  GSLH GSLJ  GSLK  GSLP GSLS  GSLU GSLY  GSMG GSMJ GSNF  GSNG GSNH GSNJ   GSNK   GSNP  GSNU GSNY GSOE GSOI  GSOQ GSOR GSOS  GSOZ GSPB GSPC  GSPE GSPF  GSPG GSPI  GSPO   GSPQ   GSPR GSPS  GSPZ GSQJ  GSSK  GSSP  GSTG GSTH GSTJ  GSTK GSTP  GSTU GSTY GSUB   GSUD   GSUE GSUF  GSUG GSUI   GSUO   GSUQ   GSUR   GSUS   GSUZ GSXH  GSXK  GSXP  GSXU  GSXY GSYB  GSYC GSYE GSYF  GSYG GSYH  GSYK GSYP GSYQ   GSYU   GSYZ GSZI  GTHB GTKK GUBB   GUBC   GUBE GUBI  GUBO   GUBQ   GUBR  GUBS   GUBZ   GUDE  GUDF   GUDG   GUDO   GUDS  GUEB  GUED GUEE  GUEF   GUEG GUEI   GUEO GUEQ  GUER GUES GUEZ GUFE  GUFF GUFI   GUFO   GUFQ  GUFR GUFS  GUFZ  GUGB GUGE GUGS   GUGZ   GUIF GUIJ  GUIK GUIP GUIU  GUIY  GUOB GUOD GUOG GUOI GUOR  GUOZ GUQH  GUQJ  GUQK GUQP  GUQU  GURF GURJ  GURU  GURY GUSF GUSG  GUSH GUSK GUSP  GUSY GUZC GUZI  GUZO GUZP  GUZQ GUZR  GUZS GVCG GVDD GVDE  GVDF  GVDG GVDO  GVDQ GVDR  GVDS  GVEB GVEF GVEG  GVEI  GVEQ GVES GVEZ  GVOB  GVOI GVOR  GVQF  GVQG GVQH GVQJ  GVQK  GVQP GVQY  GVRH GVRJ  GVRU GVSG  GVSH GVSK  GVSP  GVSU GVWB  GVWD  GVWZ  GVZC   GVZD   GVZF  GVZG GVZI   GVZO   GVZQ GVZR GVZS  GVZZ GWAB  GWaD  GWAD GWAZ  GWBB  GWBC GWBD GWBE GWBF GWBI  GWBQ  GWBR GWBZ  GWDE  GWDG   GWDO   GWDQ   GWDR   GWDS GWEG GWES  GWRG GWRJ  GWRK  GWVC GWVD  GWVE GWVI  GWVO GWVQ GWVR  GWVS GWVZ  GWZC GWZD  GWZF GWZG GWZI  GWZO  GWZQ GWZR GWZS  GWZZ GXFB  GXFE GXFF  GXFG GXFI  GXFQ GXFS  GXGQ GXGR   GXHB   GXHF GXHI GXHO  GXHQ GXHR  GXHZ GXJF  GXJG GXJH GXJJ   GXJU   GXJY GXKF GXKG  GXKH  GXKK GXKP GXKQ  GXKR  GXKU GXKY  GXPB  GXPC GXPE  GXPF  GXPG GXPI  GXPP GXPQ  GXPR  GXPS GXPZ GXUE  GXUF  GXUG  GXUO  GXUQ GXUR   GXUS   GXYB GXYC  GXYE  GXYG GXYJ  GXYK  GXYP  GXYU GXYZ  GYBQ   GYCD   GYCI  GYCZ GYEO  GYHB GYKP GYPE  GYPI  GYPZ  GYQH  GYUE GYUI  GYUO   GYUQ   GYUS  GYXG GYXH GYXP  GZaD GZaF GZaZ  GZCC   GZCD   GZCE GZCF  GZCG GZCI  GZCO GZCP  GZCQ GZCR  GZCS GZCU  GZCZ GZDE   GZDF   GZDG GZDI   GZDO   GZDQ GZDR  GZDS  GZEB GZEC   GZED   GZEE  GZEF GZEG GZEI  GZEO  GZEQ GZER GZES GZEZ  GZFE   GZFF   GZFI GZFO  GZFQ  GZFR GZFS GZFZ  GZGB  GZGD GZGE   GZGF GZGG   GZGI  GZGO  GZGP  GZGQ  GZGR   GZGS   GZGZ  GZIF GZIG  GZIH GZIJ GZIK  GZIP GZIU  GZIY  GZNG  GZNH GZNJ  GZNK GZNP GZNU GZNY  GZOB  GZOC GZOD GZOE   GZOG   GZOI   GZOP   GZOQ GZOR  GZOS  GZOU GZOZ  GZPB GZPE  GZPF  GZPG GZPI  GZPO  GZPQ  GZPR GZPS  GZPZ  GZQF   GZQG  GZQH   GZQJ GZQK  GZQP  GZQS  GZQU GZQY GZRE  GZRF  GZRG GZRH   GZRJ   GZRK GZRP GZRS  GZRU GZRY  GZSF   GZSG   GZSH  GZSJ GZSK  GZSO GZSP  GZSQ GZSU  GZSY GZVZ  GZWB GZWD GZWE GZWQ GZWZ  GZZC   GZZD   GZZE  GZZF  GZZG GZZI  GZZO  GZZP  GZZQ GZZR  GZZS IFBD   IFBQ IFBR IFBS  IFBZ IFCG  IFCI IFCO  IFCP  IFCQ IFCS   IFCZ IFDE   IFDF   IFDG   IFDI  IFDO IFDQ  IFDR IFDS  IFEB IFED  IFEE IFEF  IFEG IFEI  IFEO IFEQ IFES IFEZ IFFB  IFFC IFFD  IFFE IFFF  IFFG IFFI  IFFO  IFFQ IFFR   IFFS   IFFU  IFFZ IFGB  IFGD  IFGE IFGF  IFGG IFGI  IFGQ IFGR  IFGS   IFGZ   IFIH IFIK IFIP  IFIU IFIY  IFOB  IFOC  IFOD  IFOE  IFOG IFOI IFOP  IFOQ IFOR IFOS IFOZ  IFQF  IFQG IFQH IFQJ  IFQK  IFQP IFQU IFQY IFRF  IFRG IFRH IFRJ IFRK  IFRP   IFRU   IFRY IFRZ IFSF  IFSG  IFSH IFSJ  IFSK IFSO  IFSP IFSU  IFSY IFUE IFUI  IFUO IFUS  IFWB IFZC  IFZD IFZE  IFZG IFZI  IFZO IFZP  IFZQ IFZS   IFZZ   IGaR  IGBB IGBC  IGBE IGBI  IGBQ  IGBS  IGBZ IGDF  IGDG  IGDO IGDQ IGDS IGEB  IGEC  IGEE IGEI  IGEQ IGER IGES  IGEZ IGFF   IGFO   IGFQ  IGFR IGFS IGGB  IGGD IGGE IGGF  IGGG IGGI  IGGO IGGP  IGGQ IGGR  IGGS   IGGU   IGGZ  IGIF  IGIG IGIH  IGIJ  IGIK IGIP  IGIU IGIY IGKP   IGKU   IGLG  IGLU IGNF  IGNG   IGNH   IGNK IGNP IGNU IGNY   IGOB   IGOC  IGOG IGOI IGOQ  IGOR IGOU   IGOZ   IGPB IGPE  IGPF IGPG  IGPO IGPQ  IGPR   IGPZ   IGQG IGQH  IGQJ IGQK IGQP   IGQU  IGQY   IGRF  IGRG IGRH IGRJ  IGRP IGRU IGRY IGRZ IGSH  IGSJ  IGSK IGSP   IGSU   IGSY  IGUD  IGUF  IGUS IGVO  IGVQ IGVZ IGXF  IGXH IGXJ IGXK  IGXP  IGXU IGXY  IGYU IGZC  IGZE IGZF  IGZG IGZI  IGZO IGZP  IGZQ IGZS  IGZZ IHaB  IHaD IHAD IHAZ IHBB  IHBC IHBD  IHBE IHBF IHBI  IHBO IHBP IHBQ  IHBR IHBS IHBZ IHDE IHDF   IHDG   IHDO  IHDQ IHDS  IHEB  IHEC  IHED IHEE IHEF  IHEG IHEI  IHEO  IHEQ IHER  IHES IHEZ IHFF IHFI  IHFO IHFQ IHFZ IHGB  IHGE  IHGG IHGI  IHGO IHGP  IHGQ IHGR IHGZ IHIF  IHIG  IHIH IHIJ  IHIK  IHIP IHIU IHIY  IHOB IHOC IHOD  IHOE  IHOG  IHOI IHOQ  IHOR  IHOS IHOU IHOZ  IHPB IHPZ  IHQF  IHQG IHQH  IHQJ  IHQK  IHQP IHQU  IHQY IHRF  IHRG   IHRH   IHRJ  IHRK IHRP  IHRU IHRY IHSG   IHSH   IHSJ IHSK  IHSO IHSP  IHSU  IHSY  IHVC IHVD IHVE IHVI  IHVO  IHVQ IHVR IHVS IHVZ  IHWB IHWD IHWE IHZC  IHZD IHZE  IHZF IHZG IHZI  IHZO IHZP   IHZQ   IHZR IHZS   IHZZ IJFB  IJFC  IJFD  IJFE IJFF IJFI  IJFO  IJFQ   IJFR   IJFS  IJFU IJFZ  IJGB  IJGE  IJGG IJGI  IJGO IJGP IJGQ  IJGR IJGS IJGU  IJGZ  IJHB IJHD IJHE IJHF  IJHG IJHI   IJHO   IJHP IJHQ  IJHR IJHS  IJHZ IJJF   IJJG   IJJH IJJJ  IJJK   IJJP   IJJU  IJJY  IJKF IJKG  IJKH  IJKK  IJKP IJKQ  IJKR  IJKU IJKY IJKZ IJLF   IJLG   IJLH IJLJ  IJLK  IJLP IJLS   IJLU   IJLY  IJMF  IJMG IJMH IJMJ  IJMK  IJMP IJMU  IJMY IJNF  IJNG  IJNH IJNJ IJNK  IJNP IJNU IJNY  IJPB IJPC  IJPE IJPF   IJPGIJPI   IJPO  IJPP IJPQ  IJPR IJPS  IJPZ  IJTG IJTH  IJTJ  IJTK IJTP  IJTU IJTY IJUB  IJUC  IJUD  IJUE  IJUF IJUG  IJUI  IJUO IJUQ   IJUR   IJUS IJUZ  IJXF   IJXH   IJXJ  IJXK IJXP  IJXU IJXY IJYB  IJYC IJYE  IJYF  IJYG  IJYH IJYI  IJYJ  IJYK IJYO  IJYP   IJYQ   IJYR  IJYU IJYZ  IKFC  IKFD IKFE   IKFF   IKFG IKFI  IKFO  IKFQ IKFR  IKFS  IKGB IKGD IKGE  IKGF IKGG IKGI  IKGK IKGO  IKGP  IKGQ IKGR  IKGS IKGU IKGZ IKHB  IKHD IKHE  IKHF  IKHG   IKHI   IKHO  IKHQ  IKHR IKHS IKHZ  IKKF   IKKG   IKKH  IKKK IKKP  IKKQ IKKU IKKY  IKLF IKLG  IKLH IKLJ IKLK  IKLP  IKLU IKLY  IKMG IKMK  IKMP IKMU  IKNF   IKNG   IKNH  IKNJ IKNK  IKNP   IKNU   IKNY IKPB  IKPC IKPE IKPF  IKPG IKPI  IKPO IKPP IKPQ IKPR IKPS IKPZ IKQF  IKQG IKQH IKQJ  IKQK IKQP IKQU  IKQY  IKRH IKRJ  IKRY IKTF  IKTG IKTJ  IKTK IKTP  IKTU  IKTY IKUE   IKUF   IKUG IKUI  IKUO IKUQ  IKUR IKUS  IKUZ IKXF IKXG  IKXH  IKXJ IKXK IKXP  IKXU IKXY  IKYE  IKYF  IKYG IKYH IKYI IKYJ  IKYK   IKYP   IKYR IKYU  IKYZ IKZS  ILFD ILFE   ILFF   ILFG ILFI ILFO  ILFQ   ILFR   ILFS  ILGB ILGD  ILGE ILGF ILGG   ILGI   ILGK  ILGO ILGP  ILGQ ILGR  ILGS ILGU  ILGY  ILGZ   ILHB   ILHD ILHE  ILHF ILHG ILHI  ILHO  ILHP  ILHQ  ILHR ILHS  ILHZ ILJF  ILJG ILJH ILJJ  ILJK  ILJP  ILJU   ILJY   ILKF ILKG  ILKH ILKK  ILKP ILKQ  ILKR   ILKU   ILKY  ILKZ ILPB  ILPC ILPE ILPF   ILPG ILPI   ILPO  ILPP ILPQ  ILPR  ILPS   ILPZ   ILSG  ILSK  ILSU  ILUE ILUF   ILUG   ILUI  ILUO ILUQ ILUR   ILUS   ILUZ  ILYB ILYC  ILYG ILYH ILYJ  ILYK ILYO ILYP  ILYQ  ILYR ILYU  ILYZ IMFC  IMFD IMFE IMFF  IMFG IMFI  IMFO IMFQ IMFR  IMFS  IMFU  IMFZ  IMGB IMGD  IMGE IMGF IMGG IMGI  IMGK  IMGO  IMGP IMGQ  IMGR IMGS   IMGU   IMGY  IMGZ  IMHB IMHE  IMHG IMHI  IMHP  IMHQ  IMHR  IMHS IMHZ IMJF  IMJG  IMJH IMJJ  IMJK IMJP  IMJU IMJY IMKF  IMKG  IMKH IMKK   IMKP   IMKQ   IMKU   IMKY IMPB IMPC  IMPE IMPF  IMPG IMPI  IMPO  IMPP IMPQ   IMPR   IMPS IMPZ  IMUE   IMUF   IMUG   IMUI IMUO IMUQ  IMUR   IMUS   IMUZ IMYB IMYC  IMYE IMYF  IMYG  IMYH IMYK  IMYO IMYP IMYQ   IMYU   IMYZ IPaB  IPaQ IPBB  IPBC  IPBD IPBE  IPBF IPBI IPBO IPBQ  IPBR   IPBS   IPBZ IPCC  IPCD  IPCE IPCG  IPCI  IPCO IPCP  IPCQ IPCR IPCS  IPEB  IPEC  IPED  IPEE  IPEG IPEI  IPEO IPEQ  IPER IPES IPEZ  IPFB IPFE   IPFF   IPFG IPFI  IPFO  IPFQ  IPFR IPFS  IPFU  IPGB  IPGD IPGE   IPGF   IPGG   IPGI   IPGO  IPGP  IPGQ IPGR  IPGS IPGU  IPGZ IPIF  IPIG   IPIH   IPIJ  IPIK IPIP  IPIU  IPIY IPNF  IPNG IPNH  IPNK IPNP  IPNU IPOB  IPOC  IPOD IPOE  IPOG IPOI  IPOP  IPOQ  IPOR IPOS  IPOU IPOZ  IPPB  IPPC IPPE  IPPF IPPG  IPPI   IPPO   IPPQ IPPR IPPZ  IPQF IPQG IPQH IPQJ IPQK IPQP  IPQU   IPQY   IPRF  IPRG  IPRH   IPRJ   IPRK IPRP  IPRU IPRY IPSF IPSG   IPSH   IPSJ IPSK  IPSO IPSP   IPSU   IPSY   IPVD IPVE  IPVO IPVQ  IPVR IPVS  IPVZ  IPWB IPWR IPWZ IPXF  IPXH IPXJ  IPXK   IPXP   IPZC  IPZD   IPZE   IPZF IPZG IPZI  IPZO IPZP  IPZQ IPZR IPZS IPZZ  ITFB  ITFC   ITFD   ITFE   ITFF   ITFG ITFI  ITFO ITFQ  ITFR   ITFS   ITFZ  ITGB ITGD   ITGF   ITGG ITGI ITGK   ITGO   ITGP ITGQ ITGR ITGS  ITGU  ITGY ITGZ ITHB ITHD  ITHE ITHF  ITHG ITHI  ITHO ITHP  ITHQ ITHR  ITHS ITHZ  ITJF  ITJG ITJH ITJJ  ITJK  ITJP ITJU  ITJY  ITKF   ITKG   ITKH  ITKK ITKP  ITKU  ITKY ITPB  ITPC  ITPE ITPF  ITPG ITPI  ITPO  ITPP ITPQ  ITPR ITPS ITPZ  ITUB  ITUE   ITUF   ITUG  ITUO  ITUQ ITUR  ITUS  ITYB ITYC  ITYE ITYF  ITYG   ITYH   ITYI ITYK  ITYO ITYP  ITYQ ITYR   ITYU  ITYZ   IUBB  IUBC   IUBD   IUBE IUBF IUBI  IUBP  IUBQ   IUBZ   IUCG IUCO  IUDG IUDI   IUDO   IUDQ IUDR   IUDS   IUEB IUEC  IUEE IUEF IUEG IUEI  IUEO  IUEQ IUER  IUES IUEZ  IUFC IUFE  IUFF  IUFO IUFQ  IUFR  IUFS IUGB  IUGE  IUGG  IUGI  IUGQ IUGR IUGS IUGU  IUGZ IUIF  IUIK IUIP  IUIY  IUOB  IUOC  IUOD IUOE IUOG IUOQ  IUOR IUOS  IUOU  IUOZ  IUQF IUQG IUQH IUQJ  IUQK IUQP  IUQU IUQY   IURF   IURG IURH IURJ  IURK IURP  IURU  IURY   IUSG   IUSH  IUSK IUSO IUSP  IUSQ  IUSU IUSY IUWB  IUWD IUWE  IUWZ IUZC  IUZE IUZF   IUZG   IUZI   IUZO   IUZQ IUZR   IUZS   IUZZ  IXFB IXFC   IXFD   IXFE IXFF  IXFG IXFI  IXFQ  IXFS IXGG IXGI  IXGQ IXGR  IXHB  IXHD IXHI  IXHQ  IXHR IXHS  IXHZ IXJF  IXJG  IXJH  IXJJ IXJP IXJU IXJY  IXKG  IXKH  IXKK IXKP  IXKR IXKU  IXKY  IXPB IXPC IXPE  IXPF IXPG  IXPI  IXPO IXPP IXPQ  IXPR IXPS  IXPZ   IXUF   IXUG  IXUQ  IXUR IXUS  IXYB  IXYC IXYE  IXYG IXYI IXYJ IXYK  IXYO  IXYP  IXYQ  IXYU IXYZ  IYBB IYBC IYBD IYBE   IYBP   IYBQ  IYBR IYBS IYBZ  IYCD IYCE  IYCG IYCI  IYCO   IYCQ   IYCR  IYCS  IYEB   IYEC   IYED  IYEE IYEF  IYEI  IYEO  IYEQ IYER  IYES  IYEZ   IYFC   IYFE IYFF  IYFG IYFI  IYFO  IYFQ  IYFR IYFS  IYGB IYGD  IYGE IYGF IYGG   IYGI   IYGO  IYGP IYGQ  IYGR IYGS IYHB  IYHE  IYHF  IYHG IYHI  IYHO IYHQ IYHR IYHS IYHZ  IYIF IYIH IYIJ IYIK  IYIP  IYIU IYIY  IYJH IYJY   IYKF IYKG   IYKH IYKK  IYKP  IYKR   IYKU   IYKY  IYLF   IYLG   IYLH IYLJ IYLK  IYLP  IYLU  IYLY IYNG  IYNH IYNJ   IYNK   IYNP  IYNU IYNY  IYOB  IYOD IYOE IYOG  IYOI  IYOP  IYOQ IYOR  IYOS IYOU  IYOZ   IYPB   IYPC IYPE  IYPF IYPG IYPI  IYPO  IYPP  IYPQ  IYPR IYPS IYPZ IYQF IYQG   IYQH   IYQJ  IYQK IYQP  IYQU  IYQY IYRE  IYRF IYRG IYRH IYRJ  IYRK IYRP  IYRU IYRY  IYUD IYUE IYUF  IYUG IYUI  IYUO IYUQ  IYUR IYUS  IYWB  IYWZ IYXF  IYXG IYXH  IYXJ IYXK IYXP  IYXU IYXY  IYZD IYZE  IYZF IYZG   IYZI   IYZO Figure 6 (lower panel) provides an example of a structural word, DRPI, containing a nest motif. We observe that DRPI-fragments are very similar in terms of structure and present some weak amino-acid specificities in positions 3: 5 and 7. This word is recurrent (seen 232 times in the initial data set and in 94 superfamilies) and over-represented in 15 superfamilies with a Lp max equal to 14.9. The representation of two proteins containing the DRPI word shows it is present in superfamilies with different folds.
Like turn motifs, nest and niche motifs are detected by applying geometrical thresholds. In this case also, the fact that a very small proportion of our fragments fail the assignment suggest that structural words could be used to assign nest-and niche-like motifs.
Extreme ubiquitous words not associated to known structural motifs Two ubiquitous words, DGPI and SKGI, are extracted from proteins not listed in the Motivated Protein database. It is therefore not possible to compare them with niche and nest motifs. Let us note, however, that DGPI is structurally close to the structural word DRPI (RMSD equal to 0.74 ± 0.24 Å), which contains nest motifs. In the same way, SKGI is similar to SLGI (RMSD equal to 0.76 ± 0.24 Å), a word containing the end of a b-turn.
Link between ubiquitous words and functional annotations
In the previous part, we have shown that extreme ubiquitous words contain some known motifs such as turns, nest, niche. It has been shown that these small motifs could be involved in protein functions such as active sites or binding sites [49, 61] . We thus surveyed the association between extreme ubiquitous words and Swiss-Prot annotation by computing the precision of the extreme ubiquitous words toward biological annotations. As reported in Additional file 1: Table S1 , we obtained low precisions, suggesting that ubiquitous words are not strongly associated to functional features. Link between extreme superfamily-specific words and biological annotations Unlike ubiquitous words, superfamily-specific words are highly over-represented in few superfamilies, suggesting a possible implication in function. In this section, we focus our analysis on the extreme superfamily-specific words, defined by Lp max ≥= 50 and nb sf* < 5, and investigate their correspondence with biological annotations provided by Swiss-Prot extracted from the annotation data set. We complement the analysis based on SwissProt by the use of external softwares (Rep, SitePredict, CSA and LigPlot) for functional site identification/ prediction.
As reported in Table 2 , extreme superfamily-specific words account for 0.2% of the structural words, 0.7% of the seven-residue fragments, and are seen in 17% of the proteins of the initial data set. Their average Lp max score is equal to 88.9 ± 46, ranging from 51.7 to 210, and their mean nb sf* is equal to 1.4 ± 0.4. The results of the comparison between extreme superfamily-specific words and Swiss-Prot annotations are reported in Table 5 . We present below these results grouped according to the SwissProt annotations identified during the comparison. For each annotation, we computed the precision, i.e. fraction of the fragments encoded by a structural word that actually correspond to the annotation. A structural word associated to a precision greater than 40% with respect to a functional annotation is said to be functional. For these functional words, we also computed the sensitivity, i.e. fraction of the annotation that is actually covered by the structural word.
Disulfide annotation
Two overlapping extreme superfamily-specific words, RNHB and URNH, are strongly over-represented in the immunoglobulin superfamily (SCOP id = 48726). They correspond to regions covalently linked by disulfide bridges and identified by the "Disulfide bond" Swiss-Prot annotation with a precision of 50 and 45%. This annotation provides no functional information per se, but might indicate that these structural motifs result from structural constraints induced by the disulfide bridge. However, the very low sensitivity observed (4 and 6%) shows that a only small fraction of the disulfide annotations are encoded by these words.
Repeat annotation
Four overlapping extreme superfamily-specific words SUQH, UQHS, QHSG, HSGI are strongly over-represented in the "L domain-like" superfamily (SCOP id = 52058). This superfamily groups proteins containing repeat regions, which are regions of 20 to 30 amino acids unusually rich in leucine [64] . Repeat regions have strong implications for the biological role of protein, as they are often involved in protein-protein interactions in plant and mammalian immune responses [64] . A number of human diseases have been shown to be associated with mutations affecting leucine-rich repeat domains [64] . These repeat regions may therefore be of functional relevance.
Structural words SUQH, UQHS, QHSG,HSGI often occur in the same proteins, allowing the formation of longer motifs, like illustrated in Figure 7 : in protein 1ogq A, SUQH and UQHS overlap to form the five-structural letter words SUQHS. Figure 8A illustrates the example of the word UQHS. It is a recurrent word (seen 52 times in the initial data set), strongly over-represented in one superfamily (SCOP id = 52058), with a high maximal score (Lp max = 75.07). The superimposition UQHS-fragments shows that they are very similar in terms of structures, with a turn conformation. The amino-acid logo indicates that UQHS presents amino-acid conservation at positions 1, 4 and 6, resulting in an amino-acid profile close to the consensus sequence of LRR (LxxLxLxxNxL or LxxLxLxxCxxL [65] ).
The comparison with Swiss-Prot annotations reveals that the four structural words SUQH, UQHS, QHSG and HSGI correspond to the "repeat" annotation with precision greater than 40% (see Table 5 ). According to our definition of functional words, these four words are thus functional. Some fragments encoded by these functional words, however, do not correspond to repeat annotations. For example, in the initial data set, 10 UQHS-fragments are unannotated. To determine whether these 10 fragments might still correspond to repeat regions unannotated in Swiss-Prot database (i.e., false negatives), we used the REP software to predict repeat regions. Two repeat regions are predicted: 1dce A:484-507 and 529-553. Region 1dce A: 484-507 actually contains the word UQHS, whereas the second region: 529-553 does not (see Table S2 ).
The sensitivity measure for the repeat annotation for the four structural words SUQH, UQHS, QHSG and HSGI ranges from 17 to 41%, meaning that repeat regions correspond to a variety of conformations, not only the ones encoded by SUQH, UQHS, QHSG and HSGI. By definition, repeat regions are formed by the repetition of a motif.
Calcium-binding site annotation
Two overlapping extreme superfamily-specific words, ZDOD and DODQ, are over-represented in only one superfamily: "EF-hand" (SCOP id = 47473). This superfamily contains proteins with EF-hand units, which consist of two helices connected by a calcium-binding loop. The words ZDOD and DODQ are frequently overlapping: in 66% of cases, DODQ is preceded by the letter Z, forming the word ZDODQ. Figure 8B presents the statistics, geometry and amino-acid sequence conservation of the word DODQ. The amino-acid logo shows that DODQ presents amino-acid conservation at positions 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7, with a strong conservation of an aspartic acid or asparagine residue at positions 2 and 4 and of a glycine residue at position 5. This conserved sequence is in close agreement with the consensus sequence of calcium-binding motifs [DxDxDG] [66] .
The two words ZDOD and DODQ correspond to the calcium-binding site annotation (CA_BIND) with precision greater than 65%, they thus are functional motifs. As shown in Figure 9A , DODQ contains residues directly involved in the binding of calcium ions. Five ZDOD-fragments and nine DODQ-fragments are not annotated as calcium-binding sites in Swiss-Prot. However, six of these unannotated DODQ-fragments are identified as putative calcium-binding sites by the SitePredict software (see Table S3 ). The sensitivity of the calcium-binding site For each word, we provide word statistics (frequency, Lp max , nb sf* ), the name of the superfamily in which the word has highest Lp score, the superimposition of fragments associated with this word, and amino-acid conservation data. annotations with respect to ZDOD and DODQ ranges from 58 to 75%, meaning that the majority of calcium-binding sites actually correspond to these structural words. These two structural words could thus be used to predict calcium-binding site candidates.
Nucleotide-binding site annotation
Five extreme superfamily-specific words are associated with nucleotide-binding site annotations (NP_BIND) with precision greater than 47%. Some correspond to ATP/GTP-binding sites, others to NAD(P)-binding sites. We discuss these two cases separately.
ATP/GTP-binding sites Structural words YUOD and UODO are strongly over-represented in the superfamily "P-loop-containing nucleotide triphosphate hydrolase" (SCOP id = 52540), grouping proteins with a phosphatebinding site. These two words are often found in the same proteins: in 90% of cases, the structural word YUOD is followed by the letter O, forming the word YUODO. Figure 8C illustrates the statistics, geometry and amino-acid sequence conservation of the YUOD word. This word displays clear amino-acid conservation: glycine in positions 1 and 6, lysine in position 7, and threonine or serine in position 8, consistent with the consensus sequence of P-loops: [AG]XXXXGK[TS] [10] .
Structural words YUOD and UODO correspond to the nucleotide-binding site annotation with precision greater than 80%. YUOD and UODO are thus functional words with residues directly involved in ATP/GTP-binding sites, as shown in Figure 9B for YUOD word. In the initial data set, two YUOD-fragments and eleven UODO-fragments are unannotated. SitePredict indeed predicts ATP/ GTP-binding sites for four of the eleven unannotated UODO-fragments (see Table S4 ). The sensitivity is equal to 35 and 38%, meaning that roughly one third of the ATP/GTP-binding sites adopt conformations described by these structural words.
NAD(P)-binding sites Two structural words, OEIJ and EIJU are strongly over-represented in the "NAD (P)-binding Rossmann-fold domain" superfamily (SCOP id = 51735) grouping proteins with NAD(P)-binding sites. These words are often overlapping: in 95% of cases, OEIJ is followed by the letter U.
Word OEIJ is associated with the NP_BIND annotation with precision equal to 86% and 47% respectively, they thus are functional words. One OEIJ-fragment and seven EIJU-fragments are unannotated. Two of the seven unannotated EIJU-fragments are predicted as NAD(P)-binding sites by SitePredict (see Table S5 ). The sensitivity is quite low, ranging from 14 to 20%, meaning that NAD(P)-binding sites probably adopt various conformations, and not only the ones encoded by OEIJ and EIJU.
S-adenosyl-L-methionine binding sites
The superfamily-specific word RUDO is strongly overrepresented in the "S-adenosyl-L-methionine-dependent methyltransferase" superfamily (SCOP id = 53335), grouping proteins with SAH/SAM-binding sites. Figure 8D presents the geometry of the structural word RUDO and its amino-acid signature, with glycine residues preferred at positions 1, 3 and 5. Figure 9C presents an illustration of a SAH/SAM-binding site for a RUDO-fragment, showing the residues involved in the SAH/SAM-binding site. This word corresponds to the "binding" annotation with a precision equal to 50%, therefore it is a functional word. Three out of the five unannotated RUDO-fragments actually correspond to SAH/SAM-binding sites according to our analysis using LigPlot. The sensitivity is equal to 18%, suggesting that SAH/SAM-binding sites adopt other conformations than the one identified by the RUDO word.
Unannotated extreme superfamily-specific words
Ten superfamily-specific structural words QXUS, ZSGI, GSUS, GZDO, USLG, UZCI, UGRU, EGZD, GRUD and SLGS, indicated in italics in Table 5 could not be validated as functional motifs because they have low precision values toward Swiss-Prot annotations. This could be due to (i) the limited number of proteins of the initial data set that are annotated in Swiss-Prot and (ii) the incomplete annotation of Swiss-Prot, since annotations for a given protein simply reflect our current knowledge about it. Double checking the link between functional words and biological annotations using the validation data set
The previous analysis was based on the Swiss-Prot annotations of the annotation data set. Since many proteins of the initial data set are lost in the UniProt/PDB mapping step, we complement our results using a data set specifically built to maximize the coverage by Swiss-Prot: the validation data set composed of 2 636 proteins. In the validation data set, 17% of seven-residue fragments in loops are covered by a Swiss-Prot annotation versus only 2% in the initial data set.
For the functional words identified in the previous section, we compute the precision and sensitivity measures presented in Table 6 . We do not consider the words associated to disulfide and the repeat annotations since they are non specific to annotations. The seven functional words considered have precision greater than 40%, the threshold used for their validation in the annotation data set. These two criteria are stable on the annotation and validation sets with sligth global increase for the validation set: on average 70% to 76% for precision and 37% to 39% for sensitivity. The precision values are high indicating that most of the fragments encoded by these words are annotated by the corresponding annotation.
Discussion
In this work, we used a structural alphabet-based simplification of protein structures and applied an exact statistical approach to identify structural motifs over-represented in loops in SCOP superfamilies. Our underlying hypothesis was that structural words with unexpectedly high frequency are probably linked to structural or functional implication. We discovered two distinct trends: some words, termed ubiquitous words, are over-represented in several superfamilies, whereas others, termed superfamilyspecific words, are over-represented in a small number of superfamilies. We then investigated the link between these structural motifs and known structural motifs and functional sites annotated in Swiss-Prot, on a subset of structural words with extreme over-representation scores.
We focused on structural motifs formed by seven consecutive residues, i.e. four structural letters, since it is the optimal length to have a good description of the 3D conformations and enough data to allow statistical treatments [39] . However, our findings revealed longer motifs formed by overlapping four-structural letter words, such as YUODO, ZDODQ, corresponding to eight-residue motifs or shorter motifs consensus as LGI common to SLGI, QLGI. These results suggest that this motif approach could be extended to motifs of different lengths.
Interpretation of ubiquitous words
Since ubiquitous words are over-represented in several SCOP superfamilies with various functions, it is likely that they are the result of structural rather than functional requirement. A comparison of ubiquitous words with extreme scores and known small 3D motifs showed that extreme ubiquitous words contain b-turn, nest or niche motifs. Several studies have shown that turns, nest and niche motifs may play a functional role in determining the conformation of enzyme active sites and binding sites [13, 49, 61] . We were not able to confirm this point using our extreme ubiquitous words. However, among the functional words identified in the subset of extreme superfamily-specific words, three words (ZDOD, UQHS, UODO) actually contain turns, which is in agreement with the fact that turn motifs could be involved in binding sites [13] . Let us note that turns, niches and nests are shorter (three or four residues) than our structural words (seven residues). The fact that we capture them using structural words suggests that structural motifs longer than previously described are important for protein folding and stability. Long structural motifs are thus part of a "basic structural repertoire", similarly to regular secondary structures which are used in protein structures regardless of the overall fold and function of the protein concerned. In addition, structural words allow detecting structural motifs without computing hydrogen bonds, or dihedral angles, and without explicit pairwise comparison of fragments. This could thus be very useful to detect structural motifs with relaxed parameters like turn-like motifs.
Interpretation of superfamily-specific words and their link with function Usage of superfamily-specific words for functional site prediction
The analysis of the correspondence between extreme superfamily-specific words and Swiss-Prot annotations revealed that some of superfamily-specific words are linked to functional sites. For example, we found superfamily-specific words associated to repeat annotations and binding sites to ATP/GTP, SAM/SAH, NAD(P), calcium and iron. Thus functional words allow a reliable prediction of some binding sites.
Limitations introduced by the Swiss-Prot mapping
Some annotations, such as metal-binding sites (cadmium, lithium, mercury, potassium, vanadium) are very rare and not represented in our data set. This explains why these functional sites are not detected at all by superfamily-specific words. Moreover, only a fraction of the annotation data set is covered by Swiss-Prot annotations (2% of seven-residue fragments) and the step of mapping annotations to PDB structures using the PDB/UniProt Mapping database further reduces significantly the data available for comparison. The link between structural words and functional sites is thus established on a limited amount of data and is probably under-estimated by our analysis. For example the structural word UGRU, over-represented in the "S-adenosyl-L-methionine-dependent methyltransferase" superfamily (SCOP id = 53335), is not characterized as "functional word" in the annotation or validation data sets (precision = 33% and 36%). The manual analysis of the functional annotations of UGRU-fragments show that 69% of them are actually involved in SAH/SAM-binding sites, see Table S6 . This illustrates the case of a functional motif missed by our analysis due to a defect of biological annotations.
In this paper, the link between superfamily-specific words and functional sites is established only for the 23 extreme superfamily-specific words. These 23 words cover 1% of residues in loops and they are seen in 17% of proteins. If we consider superfamily-specific words with moderate scores (565 words with Lp max ≥ = 10, see Table 2 ), the coverage can be increased to 10% of residues and 90% of proteins. From these moderately superfamily-specific words, 13 words are clearly associated with a functional Swiss-Prot annotation ("binding site" or "active site" annotations), 17 correspond to a repeat annotation and 16 to a disulfide annotation (data not shown). For example, word ZCLH is over-represented in the superfamily SCOP id = 53474 with a Lp max equal to 12. This word has a precision for the detection of "active site" annotation of 67% (see Table S7 ). This suggests that over-represented words with moderate Lp max score may be functional too.
Intrinsic limitation of the structural word approach
However, some functional sites were not detected by structural words. To be identified by our structural word approach, a functional site must meet two conditions: (i) at least one part of the functional site must be located in protein loops and (ii) it must correspond to recurrent structures across different proteins. Indeed, structural words can only identify a functional motif if structural conformation spanning at least seven or more consecutive residues. Thus, superfamily-specific words cannot detect DNA-binding sites or zinc finger motifs because these functional sites are preferentially seen in α-helices. In the same way, some metal binding sites (cobalt, copper, magnesium, canganese, colybdenum, nickel, sodium) are not detected because they display a high flexibility [67] or a structural conservation restricted to few residues. To quantify the correspondence between extreme superfamily-specific words and Swiss-Prot annotations, we computed the precision and sensitivity of annotation detection by these words. We observed that sensitivity values depend on the functional sites and structural words. For example, two overlapping words DODQ, ZDOD present a high sensitivity for calcium-binding sites, meaning that most of these binding sites can be detected by these two structural words. Other structural words have lower sensitivity, e. g. YUOD detects only one third of ATP/GTP-binding sites. However, we checked, on randomized data sets, that these sensitivity measures are significantly greater than expected by chance (see Table S8 ). Indeed, random sensitivities are very low and the sensitivity of structural words reported in this study are higher in any case. Thus, even if the sensivity measures reported in this sudy may seem modest, they are still significant, meaning that all the superfamily-specific structural words presented here are significantly enriched in functional sites. These low sensitivity values indicate that some functional sites actually correspond to several conformations encoded by different structural words. These different conformations of a functional site could be explained by (i) its flexibility or (ii) the fact that it can span several segments in a protein. Figure 10 presents an illustration of flexibility of binding-site through the four calcium-binding sites of protein Calcium-dependent protein kinase 3 (pdb code 3k21). This flexibility results in the encoding of these functional sites into two close words: ZDOD and WDOD, with a RMSD of 0.419 Å. A way to take into account the flexibility of binding-site could be to consider "degenerated words" (for example [W/Z]DOD) instead of "exact" word. This would certainly increase the ability to detect functional sites.
In Figure 10 , we also present an example of protein Translation initiation factor if2/eif5b (pdb code 1g7s) data, illustrating a binding site involving different 3D regions. This protein contains a GTP-binding site involving three regions, which two are annotated by one NP_BIND annotation, resulting in two NP_BIND annotations for this protein. Each annotated region is detected by a superfamily-specific word: YUOD and UGBB. This indicates each word can detect one part of the GTP-binding site, thus each word is expected to detect to 50% of the NP_BIND annotations at most. Thus, the weak sensitivity value of some functional words shows that these words can detect one part of the functional site. To identify the entire functional sites, we could couple the different functional words associated to the same annotation.
Comparison with existing approaches
Several approaches address the link between local structures and protein function. These methods can be clustered into three groups.
The first group corresponds to the characterization of structural motifs specific to functional sites [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Such methods consist in learning the structural motifs of known functional sites and are therefore dedicated to the prediction of those sites.
The second group corresponds to the discovery of conserved structural motifs in proteins with the same function. These methods start from protein superfamilies and search for structural motifs specific to superfamilies [20, 21, 68] . They can identify conserved motifs in different proteins with the same function. In these approaches, the extraction of structural motifs is based on the comparison of structural fragments using RMSD. These methods are able to discover new functional sites within superfamilies. However, they cannot identify functional motifs common to several superfamilies.
The third group corresponds to structural classification of local conformations, followed by an analysis of the association between clusters and functional sites [14, 17, 18, 69] . These methods do not focus on the description of a particular functional site, or restrict the analysis to a particular superfamily. Instead, they analyze a posteriori the association between fragment clusters and protein superfamilies or GO annotations. Our approach is based on the same philosophy as these methods. Figure 10 llustration of the binding sites, which correspond to different words. A: Illustration of the flexibility of calcium-binding sites in the Calcium-dependent protein kinase 3 (pdb code 3k21), which is cristallized with 3 calcium atoms (colored in blue). Among these 3 calciumbinding sites two are detected by overlapping words ZDOD and DODQ, colored in red. The third binding site is detected by overlapping words WDOD and DODQ, colored in magenta. B: Illustration of a GTP-binding site involving different 3D regions in the Translation initiation factor if2/ eif5b (pdb code 1g7s). The GTP is represented in blue. The binding site is composed of three 3D regions (15-20, 130-133; 198-199) . In red are colored the two regions, which are detected by superfamily-specific words: YUOD and UGBB over-represented in the superfamily "P-loop containing nucleoside triphosphate hydrolases" (52540). In magenta is colored the third region, which is not detected by superfamily-specific word. In Swiss-Prot this protein is annotated by two NP_bind annotations (12-19, 76-80, 130-133) .
Compared to Espadaler et al. [14] , Tendulkar et al. [17] , and Manikandan et al. [18] , our method is original in three ways: (i) the extraction of structural motifs is based on a structural alphabet, which allows defining structural motifs without using geometrical thresholds or extensive pairwise structural comparison, (ii) the functional role of a motif in a particular superfamily is assessed by its statistical over-representation within the superfamily, and (iii) it can deal with all loops, irrespective of their length or secondary structure types. This last point is particularly important: in a previous study, we have shown that 64% of structural words display no specificity for loop length [39] . It is also the case of the functional motifs identified in the present study: for example, 60% fragments of the word DODQ, involved in calcium-binding sites are extracted from short loops, and 40% from long loops. The fact that we made a systematic decomposition of loops into structural words, instead of clustering full-length loops as done by Espadaler et al. [14] makes the comparison with their study difficult.
Two studies by Tendulkar et al. [17] and Manikandan et al. [18] aimed at the extraction of structural motifs specific to a protein function. Contrary to our approach, they considered all structural motifs including a-helices and b-strands. In these two studies, structural motifs were extracted by a systematic classification of eightresidue fragments based on geometric invariants [17] or dihedral angles [18] . They then analyzed the association between structural clusters and protein functions provided by SCOP superfamilies [17] or GO terms [18] . Tendulkar et al. [17] defined a cluster as functional if at least 70% of its fragments are found in a same SCOP superfamily. Manikandan et al. [18] identified functional clusters on the basis of the over-representation of GO terms in clusters. These two definitions restrict the definition of functional motifs to motifs specific of one superfamily or GO term. By contrast, the statistical treatment presented here allows the extraction of motifs shared by several families, even if the superfamily contains few members.
Recently, Wu et al. [69] have proposed an approach to extract functional structural motifs from DNA-binding proteins using a structural alphabet. As in our approach, the structural alphabet is used to simplify 3D structures into uni-dimensional sequences. The structural alphabet used in [69] is composed of 16 structural letters, named protein blocks. Wu et al. focused on DNA-binding sites by searching structural words present in DNA-binding proteins binding and absent in others, and considered long and degenerated structural words (26 residues) without secondary structure restriction. In the present study, we discarded helices and strands. In addition, our statistical treatment is radically different from theirs, and allows retrieving structural words shared by several superfamilies, even in superfamilies with few proteins. Even if based on a similar method of protein structure simplification, both these works thus pursue quite different objectives and consider different structural motifs.
Conclusion
In this study, we present a systematic extraction of 3D motifs from loops likely to be important for protein structure or function. This method is based on the structural alphabet HMM-SA and an advanced method for pattern statistics. We identified ubiquitous structural motifs over-represented in several superfamilies, and superfamily-specific structural motifs over-represented in few superfamilies. Some ubiquitous words correlate with known 3D motifs such as b-turns, niches and nests. The link between the word over-representation and functionality was proved for some superfamily-specific words. Thus, some of these structural words allows the detection of calcium-binding sites, some part of nucleotide, SAHbinding sites, or active site. As in DNA sequence analysis, statistical over-representation can be related to functional features.
These results could be used for the prediction of functional sites in protein structures: the identification of these structural motifs in uncharacterized proteins could provide useful clues to protein function in complement to usual methods based on homologous proteins.
As some functional annotations are supported by regular secondary structures, current perspectives include the consideration of regular secondary structures. Also, some functional words present sequence specificity, which opens the perspective to the prediction of these functional motifs from their amino-acid sequence.
Additional material
Additional file 1: Supplementary information. This file is a pdf file. It contains different information about the comparison between some over-represented words and biological annotations: • Table S1 : Precision of annotation dectection by extreme ubiquitous words. • Table S2 : Analysis of UQHS fragments.
• Table S3 : Analysis of DODQ fragments.
• Table S4 : Analysis of UODO-unannotated fragments.
• Table S5 : Analysis of EIJU fragments.
• Table S6 : Analysis of UGRU fragments. • Table S7 : Analysis of ZCLH fragments. Table S8 present the results of the computation of a random sensitivity for each functional word.
